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The significance of the relation between the parts 
and between the parts and the whole, including the
setting 
An installation is always more than an object. Rather it is at

least one part, and often a number of parts, in very complex

spatial and temporal contexts.14 (Fig. 1)

Processuality – crossing the divide between pictorial
and performance art 
Installation art has absorbed the fourth dimension, whether

it be in time-based material, in movement elements of all

kinds and in integrated persons, not least in the presence 

of the beholder, to whom the work is revealed as he or she

moves through it.15 (Fig. 2)

Optical phenomena and the extension of sense 
perception to include the senses of audio, smell, 
taste and feeling 
If optical perception is regarded as the classic means of ac-

cess to works of pictorial art, installation art frequently also

involves the other senses. Experiences gained in this way di-

rectly penetrate the recipients’ equally complexedly perceived

life world and must activate it one way or another.16 (Fig. 3)

The observer as constitutive element 
As Julie Reiss and Claire Bishop17 in particular have convin-

cingly shown, an installation is not completed until it has 

been taken in by the recipient. The viewpoints that he or she

adopts inside an installation, the individual physicality in re-

lation to the installed objects, to other persons present and

to the space in which the individual elements are embedded,

the capacity and readiness to perceive with which someone

approaches a work – all these factors are decisive for the 

effect potential of an installation and thus for its success.

(Fig. 4)

passing-on of a monument in form, material and period 

character and a functionality deriving from modern claims

seem too great. The success of a restoration in monument

conservation is measured de facto by yardsticks other than

those of the museum.11

Museum background 
In the museum, as has often been said, a work of art enters

a new phase of its existence. It is taken into protection, its

conservation is one of the three set aims of museums. On

this basis principles of restoration can be applied with some

precision.12

Reversibility is the restoration principle most often com-

mented on in recent years. Barbara Applebaum’s switch in

1987 from the scientifically oriented material requirement 

of reversibility to a new concept of reversibility as re-treat-

ability has proved groundbreaking. The material and method

of a restorational intervention are, according to this concept,

to be selected so as to leave room for later intervention.13

Characteristic features 
of installation art 

It is of course impossible at this point to show conclusively

what makes installation art installation art, let alone what

different types it has been possible to distinguish up until

now. As the phenomenon of installation art in recent years,

however, has been described and analysed in detail from 

different angles by numerous authors, certain selected 

characteristic features may be identified in the following, 

taking these texts as a reference, and so a starting point 

be created for the subsequent discussion of the rules of re-

storation theory set out in the preceding.
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Scientific origins 
Durability is a criterion applied mainly to materials used in

connection with conservation or restoration: according to 

it the restorer must use highly stable products to ensure that

after completion of the treatment the work of art stays un-

changed for a long time. This concept of durability or stabi-

lity has been borrowed from the natural sciences. It refers

to a material and its properties determined under laboratory

conditions.4 An example from restoration practice is the 

retouching of an oil painting with watercolour or resinous

colour.5

Philological origins 
By contrast with durability the term authenticity does not 

relate to the material used in conservation-restoration but

to the object being restored. The objective is the unfalsified

preservation of an object, usually understood to be a work

of art, but in more recent texts also to be an object of cul-

tural heritage. The literature on this criterion is extensive, 

having grown strongly, particularly in recent years.6 The fun-

damental idea that a work must be looked at and treated as

well from an aesthetic as a documentary point of view has

its origins in philology.7

It is essential in the case of any restorational intervention

that the authenticity of an object be conserved. Especially

frequently cited is the theorem of authenticity, where the re-

moval of later additions and the exposure of partly destroy-

ed original substance that goes with it are considered.8

Monument-conservation background 
The writings of authors with a background in monument con-

servation such as Alois Riegl mark important positions on

the way to a modern science of restoration. We have Riegl

to thank for the definition of the original concept taking in-

to account the factor of time, which he termed “age value”.9

On the other hand it is noticeable about modern monument

conservation practice that requirements familiar from the

museum context frequently cannot be met by it, for exam-

ple, restoration theory’s aim of restricting intervention to

what is conservationally absolutely necessary, to minimal 

intervention.10 The contradictions that arise between the

Restorers have become accustomed to looking to restora-

tion theory for guidance in their practical work. Terms like

durability, authenticity, minimal intervention and reversibi-

lity spring to mind when developing restoration concepts.

The theorems summarised in them help in decision-making,

stating reasons and monitoring both while and after carry-

ing out restoration measures. The development of theories

and standards and an increasingly differentiated range of 

applications and interpretations are indications of the extent

to which the conservator-restorer’s work has become pro-

fessionalised.

Sometimes, however, existing rules are inadequate for per-

forming a task. This is particularly often the experience

when dealing with contemporary art. It is conceded that mo-

dern art represents a special challenge, provides extreme

experiences and causes restorers to revise supposedly se-

cure positions.2 Installation art as a typical modern art form

does not constitute an exception in this respect.3

In the following contribution it will be asked why proven po-

sitions in restoration theory fail when attempts are made to

apply them to installation art. To be able to do this, first we

must look more closely at the origin and type of some cen-

tral rules of restoration theory. Next, characteristic features

of installation art must be thematized. Finally, the potential

for conflict in the confrontation of restoration theory with 

installation art has to be considered and an attempt made

to draw a conclusion.

Origin and type of central rules 
of restoration theory 

The restoration theorems addressed by the four above-men-

tioned terms durability, authenticity, minimal intervention

and reversibility are amongst the most important there are.

Others are, for example, the requirement that a restoratio-

nal intervention be readable, documentation as the record

of all identifiable changes to the work, the preservation of

patina, orientation by individual case, etc. At this point du-

rability, authenticity, minimal intervention and reversibility

are to be treated representatively.

Restoration Theory 
Applied to Installation Art1

Cornelia Weyer

Four basic rules of restoration theory are being examined on their applicability to works of installation art: durability, authenticity, minimal

intervention and reversibility. It is discussed why installations as restoration objects ask for decisions that differ from those usually taken

in museum context.

Restaurierungsethik auf Installationskunst angewendet

Vier restaurierungstheoretische Parameter werden daraufhin untersucht, ob sie auf Installations-Kunstwerke anwendbar sind: Haltbarkeit, Authen-

tizität, Minimalintervention und Reversibilität. Es wird erörtert, warum Installationen als Restaurierungsobjekte andere Entscheidungen verlangen

als die gewöhnlich im musealen Kontext gebräuchlichen.

1

Thomas Hirschhorn, Doppelgarage,

(2002), Bayerische Staatsgemälde-

sammlungen, Doerner Institut,

München. One of the case 

studies of the ‘Inside Installation’

project – as are the other 

examples presented in this paper.
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3

Fabrizio Plessi, Liquid Time 

(1993), Sammlung ZKM, 

Karlsruhe. Interplay of actual 

and virtual water, sound and 

feeling components

5

Ulrike Rosenbach, Glauben Sie

nicht, daß ich eine Amazone bin

(1975), Stiftung museum kunst 

palast, case study Restaurierungs-

zentrum Düsseldorf. A black and 

4

Ross Sinclair, Journey to the Edge

of the World – The New Republic

of St. Kilda (1999/2002), 

Hamburger Kunsthalle, built on 

a ground-plan dividing the setting 

into various zones. The recipient is

pacing across the setting, pausing,

listening and watching as he or

she likes.

6

Ulrike Rosenbach, Glauben Sie

nicht, daß ich eine Amazone bin

(1975), Stiftung museum kunst 

palast, Düsseldorf, detail video still

2

Nam June Paik, One Candle (1991,

1996), Museum für Moderne

Kunst, Frankfurt/M.

This closed circuit installation 

shows a candle flame in slow 

motion projected onto the wall.

The colourful imagery changes

with the current of air caused 

by visitors when approaching 

the setting.

white print of Stephan Lochners

‘Madonna im Rosenhag’ had ser-

ved as target and at the same time

projection screen in the perfor-

mance underlying this installation.
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A restoration object as complex as an installation cannot be

revealed and recognised without effort. What importance is

to be attached to materiality on the one hand and to ideality

on the other, whether any antagonism at all develops bet-

ween the two or whether the one and the other are so inti-

mately bound up with each other that they can only stand and

fall together – all these are questions that must be asked of

an installation as object of restoration, when reaching deci-

sions about restorational measures. Whether the durability

of a conservation material represents a relevant selection cri-

terion must in this respect be measured by a large number

of object-related characteristics. In individual cases this may

even prove to be a marginal or superfluous question.

Authenticity 
The restoration theory oriented towards the traditional work

of art assumes that authentic condition also requires authen-

ticity of material and workmanship – at least to an over-

whelming extent.24 This assumption has not only educated

restorers to respectful treatment of the original and taught

them to as far as possible conserve the parts as well as the

whole, it has at the same time, as it were, also fetishised the

material-technical side of the work of art.25 A look at the

mushroom detail of Thomas Hirschhorn’s “Doppelgarage”

(Fig. 8) reveals that this paradigm can hardly be fulfilled in

some installation art works. That contemporary art, inclu-

ding installation art, has given rise to new original concepts

is a commonplace of more recent art history. Here Joseph 

Beuys’s “extended art concept” should be mentioned re-

presentatively for others because not least it has also sub-

stantially influenced the development of installation art.26 For

restoration this development means the loss of an elemen-

tary reference value. It may approximately be in keeping with

the processual character of installation art to aim to give

“the observer as authentic an aesthetic experience as pos-

sible”27 instead of as authentic an art object as possible. To

give the recipient a sufficient possibility of experience or to

make it possible over and over again, correctly understood

“fidelity to the work”28 is required. That fidelity to the work

does not make interpretation superfluous but rather can 

give rise to a wide range of valid interpretations can be seen

from the sister arts music and theatre and from the re-

installation of installation art. It is not easy to judge its suc-

cess or failure, as the result is no longer an object but a 

reception, which naturally takes on subjective features and

can only be reinterpreted by a process of critical filtration to

the reception of an “abstract, philosophical model of a sub-

ject”,29 as Claire Bishop names the recipient. 

Minimal intervention 
The rule of minimal intervention teaches the restorer to re-

strict himself to the necessary, to consider conservation 

before restoration and preventive before curative conserva-

tion, to limit an intervention as closely as possible and not

to select more material for adding to the object than is real-

ly necessary. As a look into the monument-conservation

practice shows, however, farther-reaching interventions are

usually necessary if the object to be restored has to fulfil a

function going beyond display in a museum. Installation art

Art also about art 
Installation art responds to the modern art business, the 

institution of the museum and the perception rituals of the

art-loving public in various ways. Artistic strategies range

from the attempt to oppose the commercialisation of art,

museumistic aestheticisation and the self-satisfied enjoy-

ment of art to the conscious application of mediation stra-

tegies taken from museum practice.18 (Fig. 5, 6)

Restoration theory 
and installation art: 
conflict potential 

In the following the applicability of the discussed restoration

theorems to installation art is examined. 

The conservation of installation art by means 
of durable material? 
The criterion of durability applied by restoration theory was

originally derived from a scientific context. It relates prima-

rily to the material used in conservation or restoration. That

is what we have established above and in truth cited a now

outdated approach. Because critical considerations which

Françoise Hanssen-Bauer19 has derived from preliminary

work done by Giorgio Torraca20 and has set out in an own es-

say on the subject of stability show that it is not a context-

less classification of material that should concern us but the

concern with the use of material in relation to the object to

be restored. Torraca uses for this the term “compatibility”.21

A relational concept of durability in this sense measures the

use of a specific material by the ageing properties of the 

object to be treated. Or, to put it another way, it takes into

consideration both the compatibility of material use with the

original and the time factor in their coaction.

Logically the properties of the object to be restored must 

also be considered when deciding on the use of a restoration

material. Works of art are, as Cesare Brandi has stressed,

bipolar structures, on the one hand material and on the

other aesthetic-ideal structures located in history.22 It there-

fore follows for our investigation that the view of restoration

is inevitably extended to include significance.

But what about installation art as an object of restoration?

The materials used for it are as diverse as those used in con-

temporary art in general, partly stable and applied in the

classical sense, partly ephemeral and used without regard

to the question of durability. Sometimes it involves objets

trouvés or mass-produced articles. Installation art has pre-

sent relevance, its time is the present, which however, as we

know, does not preclude traces of ageing or destruction and

loss. And its whole conception may well be inconsistent with

the idea of durability. (Fig. 7) A quotation from Thomas

Hirschhorn shows how far this artist distances himself from

conventional restorational principles when choosing mate-

rial: “To make art politically means to choose materials that

do not intimidate, a format that doesn’t dominate, a device

that doesn’t seduce. […] It is to work with the fullest energy

against the principle of quality.” 23

7

Dennis Oppenheim, Ageing, 1974,

Museo Nacional Centro de Arte

Reina Sofia, Madrid. The wax 

puppets on the right are supposed

to melt down with the heat from a

row of infrared lamps, on the left.

The artwork is consuming itself.

8

Thomas Hirschhorn, Doppelgarage

(2002), Bayerische Staatsgemälde-

sammlungen, Doerner Institut,

München. Detail with mushrooms

9

Thomas Hirschhorn, Doppelgarage

(2002), Bayerische Staatsgemälde-

sammlungen, Doerner Institut,

München. Ephemeral material of

the architectural setting that the

visitors are supposed to use
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installation artists have stressed the ephemeral character of

their works and attempted to prevent their museumisation32

– might not an expensive reversible conservation-restora-

tion measure then also be inappropriate? (Fig. 10)

Final consideration 

If we now finally assess the application of the guiding prin-

ciples of restoration theory to installation art, we find that

the familiar close association between restorer, intervention

and object of restoration has to a large extent been broken.

Neither a parameter derived from the natural sciences like

the demand for stability nor the concept of the material ob-

ject of restoration as a reference value, still less the usual

museum approach of minimal intervention or the precept 

of reversibility, which is obeyed with an eye to the future, 

guarantee a restorational procedure which is appropriate 

to the particular object.

In the everyday work of the museum it frequently happens

in precisely the treatment of installations that, when resto-

rers are involved in interventions, e.g. re-installation, they de

facto go beyond the primary concept of their role, acting, as

it were, e.g. as assistants of the artist. This change of role

seems to me to be of decisive significance. At the moment

when an installation is included in the display collection of

a museum either the above-mentioned museumisation pro-

cess switches in and the installation loses in effect or the

museum is called into question as an archive and treasure

chamber33 – and with it also the restorer as conserver. Be-

cause the living effect context of an installation introduces

principles into the museum which are familiar to us from a

religious and ethnographic context, but not from art galle-

ries. In restoration codes of ethics it is only recently that “so-

cial use”34 has been treated as a special feature of works of

art which are living objects of significance for a community.

The international museum world is also trying to categorise

this non-material aspect of works of art under the term 

“the intangible”.35 For restoration work on objects which are

distinguished by their social use special rules are being 

developed.36 The same should in my opinion also apply to an

installation vitally committed to the present.

If, however, it is the case that installations require the parti-

cipation not only of the recipient but also of the restorer, the

restorer loses the objectivity that professional restoration,

like every scientifically based work, requires.

Nevertheless, restorers must work on installation with cer-

tainty, not only because they are skilled at dealing with what

has been presented to them but also in order to observe and

document the gradual passing-over of present art to the past

and, if an installation has a future, to return to the role of the

conserver. The installation then would become cultural heri-

tage, and the question of its re-presentation would be posed

anew.

But what does the brief survey of restoration theory and 

installation art attempted here teach us? Relational theories

open up freedoms of action, as we have seen: if a work has

no more than short duration, rules of restoration become

subordinated to artistic intention and social claim to a work,

and durability, reversibility, minimal intervention become

as an object of restoration resembles objects of monument

conservation: as context-bound, often physically enterable,

multipart, functioning works, both obey similar constraints.

(Fig. 9) Minimal interventions are in either case often not

practicable. 

Reversibility 
But what about reversibility? All measures that permit later

and perhaps better intervention, that is, that leave room for

re-treatment, make it all the more likely that an installation

can be authentically re-installed in the long term. They thus

serve a goal expressly striven for in the “Inside Installation”

project.30 Assuming, however, that re-presentation was not

necessarily the appropriate way to treat installation art –

Riet de Leeuw put forward this idea in the “Modern Art: Who

Cares” project and conjured up the energy of rudimentarily

conserved installations plus documentation,31 and prominent

10

Ross Sinclair, 

Journey to the Edge of the World 

– The New Republic of St. Kilda

(1999/2002), 

Hamburger Kunsthalle. 

A non-reversible conservation 

treatment has been decided 

upon when fixing the chalk 

drawing and text depicted 

in this detail.

less significant as restorational principles. That does not 

mean undertaking just any restorational measures, that is,

working without rules. Rather it means taking a step back

from the usual attachment to material and technique and 

requires a high level of ability to assess the impact of a work.

It can therefore not be too often stressed that every larger

restorational intervention in installation art requires aesthe-

tic appreciation of the work and a readiness to engage with

its perhaps puzzling idiosyncrasies.

Dr. Cornelia Weyer

Restaurierungszentrum der Landeshauptstadt 

Düsseldorf/Schenkung Henkel

Franklinstraße 41/43

40479 Düsseldorf
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